Subject: The Truth About Too-Big-To-Fail Banks and How They Control The
Market
Dear [firsname];
I just got off the phone with Pete. My ears are still
ringing from the assault!
Here's how he started, "Tom, I'm really frustrated
with this Forex Market. I mean it's F#@kin' Totally
Manipulated. I get Long and they stop me out on the
downside! I get Short and the f#@kin' thing reverses
back higher.
I am soooo tired of the banks that control this market.
I know you do well because you understand the way
these scumbags think - being an ex-Bank Trader
yourself."
Honestly, I didn't know if this guy was complimenting
me - or insulting me! (I'm a laid back kinda' guy
and I'll take this one as a compliment).
Turns out Pete had been trading for 8 months. So,
naturally I asked him what the experience has been
like so far ...
"Tom, like I said these banks are out to get me; never
mind my corrupt broker - that's another issue. I've
lost $85,000 in 8 months.
I want my money back now!
My wife is furious about this. She told me from the
beginning this whole business was a scam!? Now I have
to hear about this every night. She keeps asking did
I make any money back?
It really has put a strain on our relationship. I
need to learn how to play this game so I can get
my money back!"
That's when I confided in Pete (name changed to
protect the guilty!) - Trading is not a game. It's
a huge business, and I hope its clear by now this
could be one of his problems!
I then asked Pete, "Pete, where did you lose most of
your money?" He said that he traded GBPUSD and EURUSD
90% of his time trading. I then asked him does he
watch the EUR/GBP cross at all?
He replied, "Why should I care what that Currency

does"? (Pete obviously didn't understand The Cross
is not a specific currency; but a way to take the
USD out of the equation).
Are you following all this?
Now, Pete honestly believes he's a technical trader.
When I asked him what criteria he used to draw his
Trendlines he said, "I use gut feel; Its the best
way to draw those lines."
$80,000 lost in 8 months? I beg to differ.
This is where it gets a little iffy. I then went on
to try and convine Pete that no Banks or Brokers
control the market. Sure, they see order flow - but
that can change in a millisecond!
That's when I told him to, "Get over yourself"! You
think I was being a little harsh? The market, and
the proverbial "they" don't exist.
If Pete truly wanted to EARN his money back, he needs
to do two things:
1. Forget all that he thinks he knows!
working for ya' buddy)

(It's not

2. Commit to learning the Basics
In order to be a well-rounded Trader, and develop
good market timing - you need to understand the
basics. You can't understand a more technical set
up without understanding the relationship between
the currencies. Its a simple process you can master
in 3 days, but if you want to profit in Forex there's
no getting around this one.
These Basics that I teach could've saved Pete $80,000
in trading LOSSES, and God Knows what other punishment
his wife has unleashed upon him!
Now everyone of us had to learn to crawl before we
could walk. So it stands to reason that in Forex, we
need to have a thorough understanding of the Basics,
before we can become consistently profitable in our
trading.
Go to https://www.tradeforexacademy.com
Here you will find a solution so you are ...
Not like Pete.

Cheers,
Tom

P.S. I beg of you - don't be like Pete. There's only
room for one dog in the dog house!

